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ROUTER FOR FITTING HINGES FR129VB

€829,74 – €845,81 (excl. VAT)

Special router for door hinges and all kinds of hardware for door frames and doors. The machine fits easily
on doors without measuring and without leaving traces. The vice for this attachment has a maximum

width of 200mm or 250mm. Both models are available. Easily fit three or four hinges per door, for both
left and right opening. Double depth stopper to mill both depths of invisible or concealed hinges in one

movement, without having to change the mould. The machine is also still suitable for milling any
traditional hinge. Standard delivery in a handy PVC carrying case.

Attention: In order to obtain a precise result, both for invisible and classic hinges, it is heavily advised to
use a template. Templates for the most common, classic hinges (such as Argenta 80/80) or invisible

hinges (such as Argenta Invisible Medium or Argenta Invisible Neo) are always available. Do you not use
Argenta hinges? Or would you like to mill locks or lock plates? Contact us and we will create a custom

template for you.
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SKU: N/A

VARIATIONS

Image SKU Description
Max breedte
spanschroef

Price

VIR-FR129VB/250KIT 250mm €845,81 (excl. VAT)

VIR-FR129VBKIT 200mm €829,74 (excl. VAT)

GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN
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Special router for door hinges and all kinds of hardware for door frames and doors. The machine fits easily on
doors without measuring and without leaving traces. The vice for this attachment has a maximum width of
200mm or 250mm. Both models are available. Easily fit three or four hinges per door, for both left and right

opening. Double depth stopper to mill both depths of invisible or concealed hinges in one movement, without
having to change the mould. The machine is also still suitable for milling any traditional hinge.

New and easy to adjust clamping system that perfectly clamps the cutter to the door frame without damaging
the surface. Placing the mould can also be done quickly, it only has to be clicked into the guide and is

immediately ready for use. The machine is equipped with a powerful motor (1000W) with electronic speed
regulation and control. Thanks to this control system, the speed remains constant, even under load.

Attention: In order to obtain a precise result, both for invisible and classic hinges, it is heavily advised to use a
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template. Templates for the most common, classic hinges (such as Argenta 80/80) or invisible hinges (such as
Argenta Invisible Medium or Argenta Invisible Neo) are always available. Do you not use Argenta hinges? Or

would you like to mill locks or lock plates? Contact us and we will create a custom template for you.

Standard delivery in a handy PVC carrying case.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Router for door hinges
Invisible hinges (Argenta Invisible Medium, Neo,...)

Classic hinges (Argenta 80/80, 100/100,...)
Templates sold seperately
Use without measurement

Clamps securely on doors or frame

DESCRIPTION

Special router for door hinges and all kinds of hardware for door frames and doors. The machine fits easily on
doors without measuring and without leaving traces. The vice for this attachment has a maximum width of
200mm or 250mm. Both models are available. Easily fit three or four hinges per door, for both left and right

opening. Double depth stopper to mill both depths of invisible or concealed hinges in one movement, without
having to change the mould. The machine is also still suitable for milling any traditional hinge. New and easy to

adjust clamping system that perfectly clamps the cutter to the door frame without damaging the surface.
Placing the mould can also be done quickly, it only has to be clicked into the guide and is immediately ready for

use. The machine is equipped with a powerful motor (1000W) with electronic speed regulation and control.
Thanks to this control system, the speed remains constant, even under load. Attention: In order to obtain a

precise result, both for invisible and classic hinges, it is heavily advised to use a template. Templates for the
most common, classic hinges (such as Argenta 80/80) or invisible hinges (such as Argenta Invisible Medium or
Argenta Invisible Neo) are always available. Do you not use Argenta hinges? Or would you like to mill locks or

lock plates? Contact us and we will create a custom template for you. Standard delivery in a handy PVC carrying
case.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 4,3 kg

Input Power 1000W

Collet 8mm

Max. diameter router bit 32mm

Max width vice 200mm, 250mm

No-load speed 14000-27000rpm

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE…

Router/Trimmer FP114

https://tendotools.com/en/product/router-trimmer-fp114/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/router-trimmer-fp114/

